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”A general description of entrainment in buoyant cloudy plumes including
the effects of mixing induced evaporation”

Julien Savre and Michael Herzog
Third round of revisions

The authors would again like to thank reviewer 2 for all his/her valuable comments and suggestions, and
overall for all the efforts put in reviewing this manuscript.
The authors would also like to point out that in addition to the (mostly straightforward) corrections made
in response to reviewer 2, Figure 5 as well as the text in section 3.d have been modified. A better fit to
the data shown on figure 5 and discussed in section 3.d have indeed been found and is now highlighted in
the manuscript.

Reviewer #2:

Minor comments:

1. line 17, abstract. ”maintaining” should be ”maintain”.
Corrected.
2. line29. Abstracts are typically not written first or second person. I suggest replacing ”Our results” by
”The results”.
OK, done.
3. line 50. Suggest deleting ”As a matter of fact”, and replace ”efforts” with ”effort”.
Done.
4. line53. Suggest replacing ”high” with ”large”.
Done.
5. line 79, and elsewhere throughout the paper. I think ”gaussian” should be capitalized, i.e. ”Gaussian”?
This should indeed be the case and has been corrected in the entire manuscript.
6. line 82. Replace ”crossflow” with ”sheared flow”, based on my point in the previous review that you
addressed everywhere else in the paper except here.
We chose here to replace ”crossflow” by ”sheared environment” to remain consistent with the remainder
of the manuscript.
7. line 87. Suggest replacing ”precise” with ”detailed” - these two words are not synonymous.
Done.
8. line 94. Replace ”winds” with ”wind”.
Done.
9. line 105. Replace ”on” with ”in”.
Done.
10. line 105. I’d suggest simply referring to Table 1 here, rather than the appendix (moreover, there is no
appendix 5, I think you meant appendix A). There’s no need for an appendix that only refers to one table.
Appendix A has been completely removed, and the table has now been inserted in the main text and is
referred to as Table 1.
11. line 108. I feel that the word ”exact” should be removed here, since in fact you are not deriving
”exact” equations, but are making approximation to the governing equations. This is perhaps a minor
quibble, but I feel it should be changed.
”exact” has been removed as suggested.
12. line 112. Add ”flux” after ”buoyancy”.
Corrected.
13. line 115. Remove ”are”.
Done.
14. line 116. I’d suggest removing ”very” here.
Done.
15. line 117. Remove the word horizontal here. The Boussinesq approximation used later neglects both
horizontal and vertical variations of density (except where coupled with the buoyancy in the vertical
momentum equation).
We now only mention the fact that ”the Boussinesq approximation will be introduced later...”, without
reference to horizontal density variations.
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16. line 126. Replace ”that” with ”those”.
Done.
17. line 141. What is ”section b”? I think you mean section 2b? Also, you refer to figure 6 here but I
believe it’s AMS journal policy that figures must be numbered in the order they’re cited in papers. Of
course, this can be worked out at the technical editing stage once the paper is accepted.
Section 2.b should indeed be referenced here, and this has been corrected. The reference to figure 6 has
however been removed.
18. line 170. ”latter” is ambiguous here. Are you specifically referring to either Eq. (6) or (7). I think
you mean Eq. (6) since pressure does not explicitly appear in that equation.
”latter” refers to equation 7, as the pressure term appears on the left hand side but is dropped on the
right hand side. This is specified in the text.
19. line 187. Suggest replacing ”introduced” with ”used”. Also, ”external” is confusing here, because this
accounts for perturbation pressure which is not necessarily an ”external” force to the updraft. Perhaps
just replace ”external” with ”pressure”, since the virtual mass parameter does in fact account for buoyant
pressure forcing (see, for example, reject papers by Jeevanjee and Romps on this point)?
Both ”introduced” and ”external” have been replaced as suggested.
20. line 195. I’m not sure what you mean by ”suppressing all pressure feedbacks”. Maybe replace
”suppressing” by ”neglecting”.
”neglecting” is now used here. Overall, the sentence has also been slightly shortened.
21. line 199. These papers show that the buoyant perturbation pressure field depends directly on the
updraft’s buoyancy and size, not necessarily on the dynamic pressure field. Thus, replace ”dynamical”
with ”buoyant perturbation”. As an aside, I will note that indeed the dynamic perturbation pressure
also scales with the updraft buoyancy and size, but the scaling and mechanisms for this are completely
different from those described in Markowski and Richardson (2010) and Morrison (2016) for the buoyancy
perturbation pressure scaling.
”dynamical” has been replaced by ”buoyant perturbation”, as suggested.
22. line 210-212. Suggest a rewording here to: ”With no direct contribution from pressure forces on scalar
fluctuations, even though these fluctuations may exert a strong influence on the plume’s development...”.
Otherwise, this sentence seems to be saying that there is no contribution from pressure forces on updrafts,
which is of course not true.
The sentence has been rewritten according to the above suggestion.
23. line 253. I think you should replace ”shear less” with unsheared”.
Done.
24. line 308. I don’t think you really mean ”undefined” here. Suggest replacing ”undefined” with ”general”.
This is correct and has been modified accordingly.
25. line 321. Not clear what ”This latter” refers to. Consider replacing with ”These latter terms...”.
”This latter” has here been removed. Instead, the two sentences have been merged to form a single
sentence.
26. line 317. Replace ”crossflow” with ”environmental shear”. This is similar to comment 6 above.
Done.
27. line 338. ”The presented results...” is confusing. The results presented where? Be specific here.
We agree that this part needs to be reworded. The sentence now reads: ”According to equation 32,
important biases may be introduced when diagnosing lateral entrainment...”.
28. line 349. Replace ”this” with ”the”.
Done.
29. line 371. Remove ”reasons”.
Done.
30. line 415. Add a comma after ”1.5”.
Done.
31. line 439. Suggest removing ”just below the freezing level”. This is obvious since you state the
temperature is 274 K.
Done.
32. line 495. I feel you should remove the word ”operational” here, since this issue really applies to all
convection parameterizations in models, not just those in operational models.
Done.
33. line 499. Replace ”this” with ”the”.
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Done.
34. lines 537-538. Replace ”elaborated” with ”elaborate”.
Done.
35. line 594. I’d suggest you remove ”however” here, as it’s not needed and the sentence flows better
without this word.
Done.
36. line 600. Replace ”fraction” with ”mixing ratio”.
Done.
37. line 655. Replace ”this” with ”the”.
Done.
38. line 656. Replace details with detail.
Done.
39. It’s not clear what Appendix B is. I’m guessing this was supposed to be removed and wasn’t. Also,
as noted in comment 10 above, I feel Appendix A should be removed , and you should just refer to Table
1 in the text.
Appendix B was indeed supposed to be removed, and it has now been (no more appendices left).
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ABSTRACT

In this work, the steady-state one-dimensional axisymmetric plume theory

is revisited and generalized to include the effects of non homogeneous up-

draft velocity and buoyancy profiles across the plume, environmental shear

and, more importantly, evaporative cooling resulting from the mixing between

cloudy air and the dry environment. Based on an energy consistency argu-

ment, a method is proposed to derive a relationship for the fractional lateral

mixing rate (which may here be positive or negative) from the plume’s integral

equations, as well as a set of equations for the equivalent plume properties,

both of which maintain a high degree of generality by incorporating effects

of environmental shear and inhomogeneous radial distributions. In the ab-

sence of wind shear, a simpler entrainment rate closure is proposed which

is then further constrained by systematically varying the plume and environ-

mental conditions and allowing evaporative cooling to occur. The fractional

mixing rate is shown to be strongly correlated with the plume buoyancy and,

to a lesser extent, to the critical mixing fraction (i.e. the fraction of dry air

that needs to be mixed with cloudy air to make the mixture neutrally buoy-

ant). Quantitative estimates of this dependency are given to facilitate imple-

mentations of the new model in convection parameterizations. Analyzing the

proposed closure suggests that it could capture features observed in recent

high-resolution simulations and that it is consistent with the buoyancy sorting

concept. The results therefore support recent findings concerning the param-

eterization of entrainment for moist atmospheric convection.
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1. Introduction31

Most present day operational convection parameterizations implemented in numerical weather32

prediction or climate models rely on the mass flux approach. In such schemes, either the complete33

cloud spectrum or a single representative bulk cloud must be parameterized to represent the effects34

of subgrid-scale moist convection, and diagnose the corresponding tropospheric convective heat-35

ing and moistening. Although important improvements have been made since the pioneering work36

of (Ooyama 1971), mass flux parameterizations still require ad-hoc closures relying on restrictive37

assumptions. These include 1) a closure relating the intensity of convection to the large-scale atmo-38

spheric state, 2) a trigger function to diagnose the onset of convection and 3) a parameterization for39

the entrainment and detrainment rates quantifying fluxes between clouds and their environment.40

Parameterizing lateral entrainment is particularly crucial to model the correct vertical distribution41

of convective mass flux, and therefore that of convective heating and moistening.42

In typical mass flux schemes, individual or multiple convective clouds are often represented as43

one-dimensional buoyant plumes exchanging mass, momentum and energy with their environment44

(Arakawa and Schubert 1974). The structure of such entraining plumes can be determined by a45

set of one-dimensional governing equations for either integral (Morton et al. 1956) or primitive46

(Simpson and Wiggert 1969) quantities, and exchanges of mass and energy between the plumes47

and their environment are characterized by fractional entrainment/detrainment rates. However, the48

specification of entrainment/detrainment rates in mass flux schemes relying on the buoyant plume49

framework remains challenging. Despite much effort since entrainment has been recognized as an50

important part of the dynamics of rising plumes, proposed entrainment models still lack a sound51

physical basis, and modelers have to resort to ad-hoc relationships derived from high-resolution52

simulations or intuitive reasoning. As a consequence, the large sensitivity of climate models to the53
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parameterization of convective entrainment (Klocke et al. 2011; Del Genio 2012) can in part be54

explained by the fact that important physical processes such as inhomogeneous updraft velocities,55

evaporative cooling at cloud edges or the presence of environmental shear are often overlooked or56

too complex to be implemented in simple mass flux schemes.57

One important known caveat of most analytical models resides in their inability to account for58

the mixing between dry and cloudy air and subsequent evaporation. To address this issue, (Ray-59

mond and Blyth 1986) proposed the buoyancy sorting concept whereby negatively buoyant air60

parcels formed after mixing between environmental and cloudy air detrain. This idea was later61

exploited in various mass flux based convection schemes (Kain and Fritsch 1990; Bretherton et al.62

2004). Adopting different approaches, other parameterizations have also been suggested to re-63

late the entrainment rate with environmental conditions, and in particular with relative humidity64

(Bechtold et al. 2008; Stirling and Stratton 2012). These first attempts to parameterize the effects65

of mixing and evaporation on entrainment helped to recognize the crucial influence of environ-66

mental dryness on the entrainment process. In recent years, more and more modeling studies have67

therefore focused on the characterization of these effects and on possible ways to connect envi-68

ronmental moisture with entrainment and detrainment (de Rooy and Siebesma 2007; Böing et al.69

2012; Dawe and Austin 2013).70

In the present study, we chose to adopt an analytical point of view and revisit the one-71

dimensional steady-state plume theory (Morton et al. 1956; Turner 1986) to derive a general de-72

scription of convective clouds and lateral entrainment accounting for the effects of cloud edge73

evaporation. The methodology relies on recent works focusing on buoyant steady-state axisym-74

metric plumes (Kaminski et al. 2005; van Reeuwijk and Craske 2015), which is here extended75

to account for environmental wind shear as well as evaporative cooling resulting from the mix-76

ing between environmental and cloudy air. The detailed analytical description makes no a priori77
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assumption about the shapes of the radial velocity and buoyancy profiles, although a tentative78

parameterization of the fractional entrainment rate is proposed after adopting a Gaussian radial79

distribution for the updraft velocity and assuming that lateral mixing occurs within a linear mixing80

layer.81

In section 2, the extended theory for entraining plumes developing in a sheared environment is82

exposed and a general entrainment relationship as well as a system of equations describing the83

plume’s vertical structure are derived. The entrainment relationship obtained in the absence of84

environmental shear is further analyzed in section 3 for non top-hat velocity and buoyancy radial85

distributions. In particular, the influence of evaporation after mixing between dry and cloudy86

air is explored to derive a more detailed entrainment rate parameterization as a function of the87

plume’s mean buoyancy. In section 4, the proposed entrainment closure is then compared to88

various existing models and it is shown that many well accepted results regarding entrainment89

in convective clouds can be recovered using our analytical description. Our results are finally90

summarized in section 5.91

2. General plume and entrainment theory92

a. Governing integral equations93

We consider a steady-state buoyant plume rising in the atmosphere in presence of environmental94

wind. We will assume that the plume is perfectly axisymmetric (with respect to its centerline)95

although this may not be the case in reality for a plume developing in a sheared environment. Let’s96

define φ the angle formed between the centerline of the plume and the horizontal plane. In the97

tilted plume, we introduce a new curvilinear coordinate system {r,s}, with s and r the tangential98

and normal directions with respect to the plume centerline. Let’s also define v = {vr,vs} the99
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flow velocity relative to the plume in {r,s}, and u = {u,w} the velocity vector expressed in the100

Cartesian frame. Finally, we define U∞ (z) = Ubase +Uz (z) (the subscript ∞ will be used more101

generally to denote environmental properties), the horizontal component of the environmental102

flow velocity which we decompose into an invariant part, Ubase, corresponding to the flow velocity103

at the base of the plume, and a height dependent component, Uz. The vertical component of the104

environmental wind is assumed to be zero. A general illustration of the considered geometry is105

displayed in figure 1. All notations used in this manuscript are summarized in table 1.106

In the remainder of this section, we mostly follow methods commonly used to determine the107

bulk behavior of buoyant plumes and jets in the atmosphere. As such, we are first concerned with108

deriving equations representing the steady-state distribution of flux quantities with respect to the109

plume’s s-coordinate, integrated over the plume’s cross section. In general, such fluxes take the110

following form:111

X = 2
∫

∞

0
rṽsxdr,

with x = {ρ,ρ ṽs,ρϕ̃,b′,ρk} giving X = {M,P,S,F,K}, where M is the mass flux (ρ being the112

density), P the momentum flux, S the scalar flux (ϕ̃ representing any given scalar), F the buoyancy113

flux (with b′ = −g(ρ−ρ∞), where ′ represents a perturbation with respect to the environment)114

and K is the kinetic energy (k) flux. The density weighted Reynolds average operator ρϕ̃ = ρϕ has115

been introduced here, where denotes conventional Reynolds averages and ˜ density weighted116

averages (with their corresponding perturbations ′′). This allows us to keep a general definition117

of the density in the following derivations (the Boussinesq approximation will be introduced later,118

in section b).119
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1) MASS FLUX EQUATIONS120

As a starting point, we write the steady-state equation for continuity in the plume’s axisymmet-121

ric coordinate system. By making the plume fully axisymmetric early in the derivation, we can122

readily integrate the continuity equation (and, in the following sections, the momentum and scalar123

equations) over the azimuthal angle. By integration, extra terms arising explicitly from the trans-124

formation from the classical equations in Cartesian coordinates to those in the plume’s curvilinear125

coordinates cancel out (these terms involve a partial derivative of the tilt angle with respect to s,126

see (Schatzmann 1979)).127

Using the density weighted averaging operator introduced previously, the continuity equation128

reads:129

r
∂ρ ṽs

∂ s
+

∂ρrṽr

∂ r
= 0,

Integrating over the cross direction r between the plume centerline and infinity (therefore consid-130

ering an isolated plume with well defined constant environmental conditions far enough from the131

plume center), the mass flux equation becomes:132

∂

∂ s

∫ +∞

0
ρrṽsdr+[ρrṽr]

+∞

0 = 0. (1)

The second term on the left hand side of Equation 1 represents the flux of mass through the plume’s133

boundary which we express following (Hoult et al. 1969):134

[ρrṽr]
+∞

0 = [ρr (Ve +Uz sinφ)]+∞

0 ≈ ρ∞rm
(
α1v′sm +α2 |Uz sinφ |

)
. (2)

rm and v′sm are the top-hat equivalent radius and excess velocity with respect to the background135

flow along s. Here and in the remainder of this paper, top-hat equivalent quantities correspond to136

properties that the plume would take if it was finite in size, with radius rm, and all properties were137

homogeneous in the radial direction while conserving their total integrals over r. For example for138
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v′sm we have:139 ∫ +∞

0
v′s (r)dr = rmv′sm

This stems directly from the definitions given in section b. The normal velocity ṽr along the140

plume’s boundary has been decomposed into a mean flow contribution Uz sinφ and a component141

Ve representing dynamical entrainment from convergence/divergence normal to the plume. The142

mean flow contribution only includes the sheared part of the environmental wind, Uz, as the mean143

background wind, defined at the plume base level, should only advect the plume without contribut-144

ing to entrainment.145

Parameter α2 appearing on the right hand side of equation 2 quantifies mean flow convergence146

into the plume. In the case α2 = 1, all the environmental air flowing into the plume accumulates.147

Advection by the mean wind at all levels without convergence results in α2 = 0. In the remainder148

of this paper, we will assume α2 = 0, effectively assuming that the background wind does not149

contribute to lateral entrainment.150

Equation 1 can now be written as:151

∂M
∂ s

=−2α1ρ∞rmv′sm, (3)

where the integral mass flux in s, M, is defined by:152

M = 2
∫

∞

0
ρrṽsdr.

The fractional mixing rate given by M−1 ∂M
∂ s (Simpson and Wiggert 1969), can be obtained di-153

rectly from equation 3. Although it is common in the literature to distinguish between positive154

(entrainment) and negative (detrainment) mixing rates (de Rooy et al. 2013), the notation ε , usu-155

ally referring solely to positive entrainment, will be used in the remainder of this paper to refer to156

the quantity M−1 ∂M
∂ s . It follows that: ε =−2α1ρ∞rmv′smM−1.157
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2) MOMENTUM FLUX EQUATIONS158

Equations for the s-momentum ρ ṽs and r-momentum ρ ṽr can be obtained directly from the159

steady-state Reynolds averaged equations for the Cartesian horizontal and vertical momentum160

(ρu and ρw) in the plume’s reference frame. From the definition of density weighted Reynolds161

averages, we have vs = ṽs + v′′s and vr = ṽr + v′′r , and it follows:162

r
∂

∂ s
ρ

(
ṽsṽs + ṽ′′s v′′s

)
= − ∂

∂ r
ρr
(

ṽrṽs + ṽ′′r v′′s
)
− r

∂ p′

∂ s
−ρr

(
ṽsṽr + ṽ′′s v′′r

)
∂φ

∂ s
+ rb′ sinφ

r
∂

∂ s
ρ

(
ṽsṽr + ṽ′′s v′′r

)
= − ∂

∂ r
ρr
(

ṽrṽr + ṽ′′r v′′r
)
− ∂ rp′

∂ r
+ρr

(
ṽsṽs + ṽ′′s v′′s

)
∂φ

∂ s
− rb′ cosφ ,

with p′ = p− p∞ the pressure perturbation (with respect to the environmental state). φ was taken163

to be independent of r, so that ∂φ/∂ r = 0. Assuming that v′′r fluctuations average out when164

integrated over the plume’s cross section and recognizing that ṽr =U∞ sinφ inside the plume, we165

can integrate the above equations over r:166

∂

∂ s

[∫ +∞

0
ρr
(

ṽsṽs + ṽ′′s v′′s +
p′

ρ

)
dr
]
=
∫ +∞

0
rb′ sinφdr−U∞ sinφ

∂φ

∂ s

∫ +∞

0
ρrṽsdr− [ρrṽrṽs]

+∞

0 (4)

∂

∂ s

(
U∞ sinφ

∫ +∞

0
ρrṽsdr

)
=−

∫ +∞

0
rb′ cosφdr+

∂φ

∂ s

∫ +∞

0
ρr
(

ṽsṽs + ṽ′′s v′′s
)

dr−
[
ρrṽrṽr + rp′

]+∞

0 (5)

Boundary terms representing lateral entrainment into the plume can be expressed following similar167

arguments as those used in equation 2:168

[ρrṽrṽs]
+∞

0 = −εMU∞ cosφ , (6)[
ρrṽrṽr + rp′

]+∞

0 = −εMU∞ sinφ . (7)

Pressure effects have been neglected on the right-hand side of equation 7 although neglecting all169

feedbacks between the plume’s dynamics and the pressure field may introduce important biases.170
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Defining the integral s−momentum and buoyancy fluxes, denoted P and B respectively:171

P = 2
∫

∞

0
ρrṽs

2dr (8)

B = 2
∫

∞

0
rb′dr,

equations 4 and 6 (respectively 5 and 7) can then be combined to give:172

∂

∂ s
(βP−MU∞ cosφ) = Bsinφ −M cosφ

∂U∞

∂ s
(9)

(ξ P−MU∞ cosφ)
∂φ

∂ s
= Bcosφ +M sinφ

∂U∞

∂ s
. (10)

Solving equation 9 gives the distribution of the plume’s s-momentum (relative to the environmental173

wind) subject to buoyancy and vertical shear, while equation 10 represents the balance between174

advection of the plume’s angle along s (left hand side), with buoyancy and vertical shear (right175

hand side). Although we chose to keep the full environmental wind U∞ everywhere, only the176

height dependent term Uz contributes to vertical shear. The complete environmental wind U∞ must177

however be retained in the advective parts of each equation (left hand sides). Under no shear178

conditions, ∂φ/∂ s remains equal to zero, and all source terms in equation 10 vanish. The plume179

cannot develop a tilt and all terms depending on U∞ can be omitted as cosφ = 0. Equation 9 then180

simply reduces to:181

∂βP
∂ z

= B.

In equations 9 and 10, parameters β and ξ account for the bulk effects of turbulent mixing and182

pressure drag:183

β = 1+
2
P

∫ +∞

0
ρr
(

ṽ′′s v′′s +
p′

ρ

)
dr

ξ = 1+
2
P

∫ +∞

0
ρrṽ′′s v′′s dr.

In the atmospheric science literature, a virtual mass parameter, equivalent to β −1, is commonly184

used to account for pressure forces. The virtual mass parameter is typically set to ∼ 0.5 (see for185
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example (Simpson and Wiggert 1969)). Recent high-resolution modeling studies have shown that186

the dynamical balance inside convective clouds is primarily dominated by buoyancy and pressure187

gradient forces (de Roode et al. 2012; Romps and Charn 2015). This suggests that ξ ≈ 1 and188

β ≈ 1.5, with β only differing from unity because of the pressure contribution (the value β = 1.5189

will be used later in this paper).190

A more sophisticated representation of pressure forces would be necessary in order to accurately191

capture all the interactions between pressure and the plume’s dynamics. While our approach ef-192

fectively neglects all pressure feedbacks, there exists strong numerical and theoretical arguments193

showing that the plume’s and environmental characteristics can actually modulate these forces.194

In particular, decomposing the perturbation pressure into a dynamical and a buoyant contribution195

(Morrison 2016), indicates that (1) the buoyant perturbation pressure field depends directly on196

the updraft’s buoyancy and size (Morrison 2016), with larger, more buoyant updrafts having to197

displace a greater amount of air as they ascend, and (2) vertical wind shear can produce perturba-198

tion pressure anomalies affecting the updraft’s ascent and geometry (Rotunno and Klemp 1982).199

Incorporating these effects in our integral plume model is left for future work.200

3) SCALAR FLUX EQUATION201

We introduce a Reynolds averaged equation for any scalar ϕ subject to sources and sinks ϖϕ :202

r
∂

∂ s
ρ

(
ṽsϕ̃ + ṽ′′s ϕ ′′

)
=− ∂

∂ r
ρr
(

ṽrϕ̃ + ṽ′′r ϕ ′′
)
+ρrϖ̃ϕ .

Again, integrating over r with appropriate boundary conditions, and introducing the s-scalar flux203

S and integrated source term Qϕ :204

S = 2
∫ +∞

0
ρrṽsϕ̃dr (11)

Qϕ = 2
∫ +∞

0
ρrϖ̃ϕdr,
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one finds:205

∂κS
∂ s

= εMϕ∞ +Qϕ . (12)

Coefficient κ , representing the bulk contribution from scalar turbulent fluxes, is defined by:206

κ = 1+
2
S

∫ +∞

0
ρrṽ′′s ϕ ′′dr.

With no direct contribution from pressure forces on scalar fluctuations, even though these fluctu-207

ations may exert a strong influence on the plume’s development, we can hypothesize that κ can208

take values significantly different from unity (this has however no influence on the entrainment209

rate formulation discussed in section c).210

Based on equation 12, it is easy to derive an equation for the flux of potential temperature, θ . It is211

then sufficient to replace ϕ by θ and ϖ̃ϕ by the appropriate sources and sinks of energy (including212

phase changes and radiation).213

4) KINETIC ENERGY FLUX EQUATION214

We follow (Kaminski et al. 2005; van Reeuwijk and Craske 2015) and construct an equation215

for the plume’s kinetic energy k = ṽsṽs + ṽrṽr by multiplying the s- and r-momentum equations216

by 2ṽs and 2ṽr respectively. After lengthy manipulations, one finds the following unapproximated217

equation:218

r
∂

∂ s

[
ρ ṽs

(
k+2ṽ′′s v′′s +2

p′

ρ

)
+2ρ ṽrṽ′′r v′′s

]
+

∂

∂ r

[
ρrṽr

(
k+2ṽ′′r v′′r +2

p′

ρ

)
+2ρrṽsṽ′′r v′′s

]
= −2ρr

(
ṽ′′s v′′s

∂ ṽs

∂ s
+ ṽ′′r v′′r

∂ ṽr

∂ r

)
−2ρr

(
ṽ′′s v′′r

∂ ṽr

∂ s
+ ṽ′′s v′′r

∂ ṽs

∂ r

)
−2rp′

(
∂ ṽs

∂ s
+

∂ ṽr

∂ r

)
+ 2rb′ (ṽs sinφ − ṽr cosφ)+2ρr

(
ṽrṽ′′s v′′s − ṽsṽ′′s v′′r

)
∂φ

∂ s
.

The two terms on the left hand side of the above equation are associated with the transport of219

kinetic energy by the mean wind, where contributions from the mean energy and turbulent fluc-220

tuations are represented. The first two terms on the right hand side are generally positive and221
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represent the production of turbulent kinetic energy by wind shear, while the third term on the222

right is a pressure redistribution term. The last two terms finally represent the production of ki-223

netic energy by buoyancy and the sink of kinetic energy due to the plume’s tilt respectively. After224

integrating over r with the following boundary condition:225 [
ρrṽr

(
k+2

p′

ρ

)]+∞

0
=−εMk∞ =−εMU2

∞

and neglecting terms including fluctuations v′′r as well as ∂ ṽr/∂ r (i.e. the cross velocity vr is226

homogeneous across the plume), one finally finds an equation for the integral kinetic energy flux227

K = 2
∫ +∞

0
ρrṽskdr,

as:228

∂γK
∂ s

= ζ ρ∞rmv′3sm + εMU2
∞ +2F sinφ −2BU∞ cosφ sinφ (13)

where vsm is the top-hat equivalent updraft velocity defined in section b. In equation 13, we have229

introduced the following integral parameters:230

γ = 1+
4
K

∫ +∞

0
ρrṽs

(
p′

ρ
+ ṽ′′s v′′s

)
dr,

ζ =
4

ρ∞rmv′3sm

∫ +∞

0
ρr
(

p′

ρ
+ρ ṽ′′s v′′s

)
∂ ṽs

∂ s
+ρrṽrṽ′′s v′′s

∂φ

∂ s
dr,

as well as the buoyancy flux:231

F = 2
∫ +∞

0
rṽsb′dr.

Coefficient γ is a correction term covering the effects of pressure drag and turbulent fluctuations232

(similar to β or κ). γ can alternatively be understood as the ratio between the exact kinetic energy233

flux and its top-hat equivalent counterpart (a similar interpretation can be provided for β ). We have234

gathered all other terms related to kinetic energy production by turbulent fluctuations and shear235

in ζ . In a non sheared environmental, all terms depending on U∞ vanish except the entrainment236
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contribution εMU2
∞, and equation 13 reduces to237

∂γK
∂ s

= ζ ρ∞rmv′3sm +2F + εMU2
∞.

b. General velocity and scalar profiles238

So far, no assumptions on the radial velocity and thermodynamic profiles have been made. We239

account for inhomogeneous distributions across the plume by introducing the following shape240

functions:241

b′ (r,s) = b′m (s)e(r) .

ṽs (r,s) = U∞ cosφ + v′sm (s) f (r) ,

ϕ̃ (r,s) = ϕ∞ (s)+ϕ
′
m (s)g(r) ,

All perturbations with respect to environmental values have been expressed as the product of top-242

hat equivalent quantities varying in s only (subscripts m) and the normalized radial distributions e,243

f and g. For simplicity, we also set ρ = ρ∞ following the Boussinesq approximations. Let’s now244

introduce the following shape integrals:245

I1 =
2
r2

m

∫ +∞

0
r f (r)dr, (14)

I2 =
2
r2

m

∫ +∞

0
re(r)dr, (15)

I3 =
2
r2

m

∫ +∞

0
re(r) f (r)dr, (16)

I4 =
2
r2

m

∫ +∞

0
r f 2 (r)dr, (17)

I5 =
2
r2

m

∫ +∞

0
r f 3 (r)dr, (18)

I6 =
2
r2

m

∫ +∞

0
rg(r)dr, (19)

I7 =
2
r2

m

∫ +∞

0
rg(r) f (r)dr. (20)
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By definition, we have: I1 = I2 = I6 = 1. Making use of the above definition of ṽs with I1 = 1, the246

mass flux M can be rewritten as:247

M = 2
∫ +∞

0
ρrṽsdr = ρ∞r2

mv′sm

(
1+

U∞

v′sm
cosφ

)
= ρ∞r2

mv′smJ1.

where we have set J1 = 1+ U∞

v′sm
cosφ . Using a similar reasoning, the s-momentum, scalar and248

kinetic energy fluxes can be expressed as:249

P = ρ∞r2
mv′2smJ4 +MU∞ cosφ ,

S = ρ∞r2
mv′smϕ

′
mJ7 +Mϕ∞,

K = ρ∞r2
mv′3smJ5 +2ρ∞r2

mv′2smU∞ cosφJ4 +MU2
∞, (21)

with J4 = I4 +
U∞

v′sm
cosφ , J7 = I7 +

U∞

v′sm
cosφ , and J5 = I5 + I4

U∞

v′sm
cosφ . Note that in an unsheared250

environmental flow, we have J1 = I1 = 1, J4 = I4, J5 = I5 and J7 = I7.251

Using the above expressions for mass, momentum and scalar fluxes, we can now define the252

top-hat variables rm, v′sm, and ϕ ′m as functions of integral fluxes and shape integrals only:253

rm =

√
J4

ρ∞ (P−MU∞ cosφ)

M
J1
, (22)

v′sm =
P−MU∞ cosφ

M
J1

J4
, (23)

ϕ
′
m =

S−Mϕ∞

M
J1

J7
. (24)

c. Entrainment rate closure254

Using 22 and 23, the plume kinetic energy can be recast into the following form:255

K = MU2
∞ +(P−MU∞ cosφ)

[
J5J1

J2
4

P
M

+

(
2− J5J1

J2
4

)
U∞ cosφ

]
. (25)

By differentiating 25 with respect to s, equating with equation 13 and further assuming full self-256

similarity (turbulence in the plume is fully developed so that all shape parameters are assumed to257
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be independent on the plume’s coordinate s (van Reeuwijk and Craske 2015)), a closed form of the258

fractional entrainment rate parameter ε can be found. The entrainment parameter thus obtained259

is energy consistent, i.e. it balances exactly the production of integral kinetic energy within the260

plume (equation 13) with the transport of integral momentum based on equation 9.261

When environmental shear is explicitly considered, the analytical form of the entrainment rate262

parameter ε obtained (not shown) includes contributions from the environmental wind shear and263

plume tilt. However, its complexity and the introduction of many unclosed parameters makes it264

difficult to employ in practice. Although we can only speculate that environmental shear will265

affect the entrainment process, a no shear situation will be considered in the following, with U∞266

independent of height and φ = π

2 . The entrainment relationship now reduces exactly to:267

εrm =− ζ

γ∗
+2
(

1
β ∗
− σ

γ∗

)
Ri. (26)

Ri = rmb′m/
(
ρ∞w2

m
)

is a convective Richardson number, and the following modified parameters268

have been introduced:269

γ
∗ = γJ5

β
∗ = βJ4.

σ = I3.

σ quantifies the mismatch between the buoyancy and updraft velocity profiles and indicates how270

similar (different) both distributions are (σ = 1 corresponding to identical distributions). In equa-271

tion 26, the fractional entrainment rate ε is expressed as the sum of two terms: the first one in-272

cludes contributions from turbulent fluctuations and pressure drag while the second one quantifies273

the competition between buoyancy and inertia through Ri, thus giving a measure of how forced274

the plume is (small Ri indicating highly forced plumes with behaviors similar to pure jets). Ri is275

itself corrected by a factor accounting for turbulent fluctuations, pressure forces and the mismatch276
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parameter σ . Equation 26 is consistent with previously published relationships (Fox 1970; Schatz-277

mann 1979; Kaminski et al. 2005; van Reeuwijk and Craske 2015) derived under dry conditions.278

Assuming that all quantities are characterized by top-hat radial distributions across the plume,279

all shape integrals I1 through I7 are equal to unity (this also implies that: J1 = J4 = J5 = 1). The280

modified parameters in equation 26 can thus be replaced by their uncorrected equivalents β and γ .281

Taking one step further and letting β = γ in 26, that is assuming that both the s-momentum and282

in-plume kinetic energy fluxes are not affected by turbulent fluctuations and pressure drag, yields a283

classical form of the fractional entrainment rate whereby ε ∝ r−1
m . Such a formulation suffers how-284

ever from obvious deficiencies: all quantities are crudely assumed to be perfectly homogeneous285

inside the plume, entrained air is instantaneously homogenized within the plume, ε is necessarily286

positive and therefore does not allow detrainment (detrainment must then be arbitrarily parameter-287

ized, for example, at the level of neutral buoyancy), and ε does not depend on any dynamical or288

thermodynamical properties of the plume or the environment.289

In the more general case, Ri can be positive or negative reflecting the possibility for plume air290

to detrain. In particular, setting σ = 1 and thereby assuming that the in-plume distributions of291

updraft velocity and buoyancy match perfectly (in other words, e(r) = f (r)), negative buoyancy292

is likely to imply detrainment provided that 2
(

1
β ∗ −

1
γ∗

)
Ri <

∣∣∣ ζ

γ∗

∣∣∣. If, for example, a slowly rising293

plume (low updraft velocities) overshoots its level of neutral buoyancy and becomes negatively294

buoyant (i.e. large negative Ri), the resulting large negative ε values would be associated with295

the formation a layer of strong detrainment capping the plume. However, if the plume becomes296

negatively buoyant but maintains large updraft velocities, positive entrainment may still result, and297

the plume may not necessarily die out.298
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As will be demonstrated in section 3, accounting for more realistic distributions of vertical299

velocity and buoyancy, i.e. allowing σ 6= 1, can substantially affect the entrainment process and300

notably account for the influence of environmental relative humidity.301

d. Equations for top-hat variables302

Using the general flux equations derived previously we can arrive at a system of equations for303

the primitive top-hat variables characterizing the plume. The proposed system still maintains all304

its generality and includes both the effects of environmental wind and general radial distributions.305

By combining equations 3, 9, 10 and 12 with the definitions of top-hat quantities, we obtain:306

2
rm

∂ rm

∂ s
= J1

(
ε− 1

v′sm

∂v′sm
∂ s
− 1

g
N2

∞

)
, (27)

∂v′sm
∂ s

= −εv′sm

[
1+

J1

J4

(
1− 1

β

)
U∞

v′sm
cosφ

]
+

1
β ∗

b′m
ρ∞v′sm

sinφ (28)

+
J1

J4

(
1− 1

β

)
U∞ sinφ

∂φ

∂ s
− J1

J4
cosφ

∂U∞

∂ s
, (29)

∂φ

∂ s
=

b′m
ρ∞v′sm

cosφ + J1
∂U∞

∂ s sinφ

ξ ∗v′sm

[
1+ J1

J4

(
1− 1

ξ

)
U∞

v′sm
cosφ

] (30)

∂ϕ ′m
∂ s

= ε

[
J1

J7

(
1
κ
−1
)

ϕ∞−ϕ
′
m

]
+

Qϕ

κ∗v′sm
− J1

J7

∂ϕ∞

∂ s
, (31)

Where we have introduced the buoyancy frequency with respect to the plume’s coordinate system:307

N2
∞ = 1/ρ∞ (∂ρ∞/∂ s), the top-hat equivalent buoyancy b′m (which can be positive or negative), and308

the modified parameter ξ ∗ = ξ J4.309

Under no shear conditions, that is if U∞ is homogeneous and independent of height, cosφ re-310

mains equal to zero as the plume is unable to develop any tilt (see section 2), all terms depending311

explicitly on U∞ vanish, and the updraft velocity equation reduces to a more typical form where312

only two terms remain on the right hand side, entrainment and buoyancy:313

∂wm

∂ z
=−εwm +

1
β ∗

b′m
ρ∞wm

.
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Similarly, in the absence of a sheared environment, and considering a passive tracer (Qϕ = 0),314

the equation for ϕm = ϕ∞ +ϕ ′m becomes:315

∂ϕm

∂ z
= ε (ϕ∞−ϕm)+

(
1− 1

I7

)
∂ϕ∞

∂ z
+ ε

1
I7

(
1
κ
−1
)

ϕ∞. (32)

This equation is similar to that typically used to diagnose entrainment from high-resolution model316

output (de Rooy et al. 2013), except for the last two terms on the right hand side which depend317

directly on the ratio 1/I7 representing, like σ , the mismatch between the updraft velocity and scalar318

profiles across the plume. To recover a more classical form of the scalar equation, κ must first be319

set to unity, i.e. the effects of turbulent fluxes ṽ′′s ϕ ′′ integrated over the plume’s cross section must320

be neglected (see section 3). We can however expect these fluxes to be important for the plume’s321

evolution, in particular when considering how humidity fluctuations in the atmosphere can affect a322

cloud’s microphysical properties and its vertical extent. If we describe both radial distributions of323

updraft velocity and passive tracer by Gaussian functions (see equation 33) of different widths, we324

find I7 = 2/
[(

rm
rm+∆

)2
+1
]

, where rm is the top-hat radius and ∆ is the radius difference between325

the velocity and scalar profiles. For ∆ = 0, that is if the scalar and updraft velocity distributions326

are similar, I7 = 1 and equation 32 reduces to its typical simplified form where only the first term327

on the right hand side remains (a similar situation is found when the updraft velocity and passive328

tracer assume top-hat distributions). For ∆ > 0, that is if the scalar anomaly extends beyond329

the plume core limits, we have I7 > 1 and
(

1− 1
I7

)
∂ϕ∞

∂ z can no longer be ignored. In particular,330

considering a scalar for which ∂ϕ∞/∂ z < 0 (e.g. the total water qt in the atmosphere), the term331 (
1− 1

I7

)
∂ϕ∞

∂ z < 0 provides a sink of φm. Similarly, considering a scalar for which ∂ϕ∞/∂ z > 0332

(e.g. the liquid potential temperature θl),
(

1− 1
I7

)
∂ϕ∞

∂ z > 0 provides a source of φm.333

According to equation 32, important biases may be introduced when diagnosing lateral entrain-334

ment in high-resolution simulations when only ε (ϕ∞−ϕm) is considered on the right-hand side.335
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In particular, errors related to turbulent fluxes of the considered scalar through the plume as well336

as the mismatch between the updraft velocity and buoyancy radial profiles (presence of a cloud337

shell) should be accounted for explicitly.These biases could also explain why the use of different338

conserved scalars (qt or θl) often yields different bulk entrainment estimates, and why entrainment339

diagnosed directly from high-resolution simulations differ so much from bulk entrainment rates340

(Romps 2010; Dawe and Austin 2011).341

3. Varying velocity and buoyancy radial distributions342

We explore here the influence of realistic velocity and buoyancy radial distributions (the latter343

being affected by phase changes resulting from the mixing of moist and dry air parcels) on the344

fractional entrainment rate given by equation 26. In the remainder, we will only consider buoy-345

ant plumes developing in a non sheared environment with U∞ independent of height, and φ = π

2346

(cosφ = 0). As a consequence, notations in Cartesian coordinates will be employed, such that347

s→ z and vs→ w.348

a. Complex velocity and buoyancy profiles349

We now postulate that the velocity assumes the following Gaussian radial distribution (Turner350

1986; van Reeuwijk and Craske 2015):351

w̃(r,z) = 2wm (z)exp
(
−2

r2

r2
m

)
. (33)

We also define the in-plume buoyancy distribution based on a mixing fraction χ varying between352

0 in the environment and 1 in the plume core, and representing the fraction of environmental353

air mixed within the plume. It is assumed to depend only on the position r within a mixing354

layer of specified width λ , located between rm (1−λ/2)< r < rm (1+λ/2), and centered around355

χ (rm) = 0.5 (see figure 6). λ has been normalized so that it varies between 0 (no mixing at all)356
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and 2 (environmental air mixed all the way to the plume’s centerline). Although we acknowledge357

that λ constitutes a crucial parameter controlling cloud dilution, its precise characterization is left358

for future work. We can only speculate here that λ depends strongly on the competition between359

turbulent mixing at cloud edge and cloud droplet evaporation. Thermodynamic properties are held360

equal to their plume or environmental values outside of this layer. We follow (Raymond and Blyth361

1986) and (Bretherton et al. 2004) and define the mixing fraction χ as a linear function of the362

radius r within the mixing layer:363

χ = min
(

max
(

0.5− 1
λ

(
1− r

rm

)
;0
)

;1
)
. (34)

All thermodynamic variables are then assumed to follow uniform distributions within the mixing364

layer, so that all mixing states have equal probabilities to occur (Bretherton et al. 2004).365

For simplicity, both the updraft velocity and buoyancy radial distributions are supposed to re-366

main independent of height, that is their shapes are preserved when rescaled by the plume’s radius367

at any given altitude (full self-similarity, which also implies that parameters β , σ or ζ are also in-368

dependent of altitude). This latter assumption may be violated close to the plume source as plume369

edge turbulence may require time to fully develop.370

Thermodynamic and water properties are computed explicitly as functions of χ following (Ko-371

rolev et al. 2016). The properties estimated are the temperature T , relative humidity RH, water372

vapor mixing ratio qv, and cloud liquid mixing ratio ql . Boundary conditions are taken in the far-373

field environment and at the center of the cloud (subscripts c below). In practice, the temperature374

and moisture content of mixed parcels are first calculated before any phase changes occur. Intro-375

ducing the symbols 〈.〉0 and 〈.〉 to denote mixture properties before and after phase changes, the376
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vapor and liquid mixing ratios before evaporation are given by:377

〈qv〉0 = χqv∞ +(1−χ)qvc, (35)

〈ql〉0 = (1−χ)qlc, (36)

Energy conservation imposes that the temperature in the mixed parcel before evaporation is given378

by:379

〈T 〉0 =
αχT∞ +(1−χ)Tc

αχ +(1−χ)
(37)

with:380

α =
1+ cpv

cpa
qs∞

1+ cpv
cpa

qsc
. (38)

qs is the saturation vapor mixing ratio, cpv and cpa are the heat capacities at constant pressure381

for water vapor and dry air. To a good approximation, α ∼ 1. Once the mixing state before382

evaporation is obtained, the amount of vapor required to saturate the parcel is computed using the383

Clausius-Clapeyron relationship, yielding:384

δqv =−a log
(

1+b〈RH〉0
1+b

)
, (39)

with385

b =
esRaL2

v

pcpaR2
v 〈T 〉

2
0

a =
cpaRv 〈T 〉20

L2
v

. (40)

Rv and Ra are the specific gas constants for water vapor and dry air respectively, es is the saturation386

vapor pressure, p the atmospheric pressure, and Lv the latent heat of vaporization. If δqv > 〈qv〉0,387

all the liquid evaporates so that 〈ql〉= 0 and 〈qv〉= 〈qv〉0+〈ql〉0. However, if some liquid remains,388

then 〈ql〉 = 〈ql〉0− δqv and 〈qv〉 = 〈qv〉0 + δqv. In any case, the parcel temperature is obtained389

using 〈T 〉 = 〈T 〉0−
Lv
cpa

δqv. The density, and therefore the buoyancy in the mixed parcel, are re-390

trieved using the ideal gas law applied to moist air: p= ρ

(
1+ Rv

Ra
qv

)
RaT . After mixing, gradients391

of ql , qv and T are produced within the mixing layer while these quantities remain homogeneous392
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inside the cloud core and in the environment. Although their respective in-cloud radial distribu-393

tions may play an important role on the mixture’s properties, we chose here to ignore them and394

focus on the feedbacks between the buoyancy and updraft velocity distributions.395

As evaporation is explicitly treated, negatively buoyant mixed air parcels can be produced. A396

critical value of the mixing fraction, χcr, is defined when this occurs, such that b′m > 0 for χ < χcr397

and b′m < 0 for χ > χcr. In realistic conditions, χcr is expected to vary between 1, i.e. cloudy air398

always remains positively buoyant even after mixing, and values on the order of 0.1 as seen for399

example in (Böing et al. 2012).400

b. No evaporation case401

We first consider the example of an entraining dry plume for which both the environmental and402

plume vapor mixing ratios are set to zero. Considering a Gaussian velocity distribution across the403

plume according to 33, most shape integrals can be evaluated analytically: I1 = I2 = I4 = 1 and404

I5 = 4/3. σ = I3 remains a priori unknown and must be solved numerically. Besides, relying on405

recent experimental studies and high resolution numerical simulations, (van Reeuwijk and Craske406

2015) showed that ζ remains close to the widely accepted value of −0.2, whether one considers407

forced plumes or pure jets. As a result, buoyancy will primarily affect lateral mixing through Ri,408

thereby suggesting that buoyancy generated turbulence has only a secondary effect on entrainment.409

Taking to first approximation γ = β = 1.5, the only remaining unknown parameter in Equation 26410

is now σ .411

As σ can be interpreted as a coupling parameter between the normalized updraft velocity and412

buoyancy distributions, it remains mostly insensitive to plume core properties. However, as we are413

using Gaussian updraft velocity and linear buoyancy distributions, σ is found to depend primarily414

on the mixing layer thickness λ , and varies between 0.864 for a top-hat buoyancy profile (λ = 0)415
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and 0.51 for λ = 2. Note that choosing a Gaussian buoyancy distribution similar to the velocity416

one gives σ = 1.417

In the absence of plume edge evaporation, we can rewrite 26 as:418

ε ≈ 1
rm

(0.1+ηRi) . (41)

with:419

η = 1.333× (1−0.75σ) . (42)

With the limit values under dry conditions 0.51 < σdry < 0.864, we find 0.47 < ηdry < 0.82 (the420

lower and upper limits correspond to a top-hat buoyancy profile and a fully mixed plume respec-421

tively). These values are in good agreement with those found in the literature for dry buoyant422

plumes and jets with general radial velocity distributions (0.5 in (Chiang and Sill 1985); 0.475 in423

(List and Imberger 1973); 0.4775 at low Ri numbers in (Schatzmann 1979), all close to the top-hat424

buoyancy limit).425

c. Influence of mixing induced evaporation426

In the general case, mixing of dry air in the cloudy plume and subsequent condensa-427

tion/evaporation are expected to affect the radial buoyancy distribution. In order to quantify these428

effects, we run a number of simple tests following the procedure described previously, varying429

systematically the cloud and environmental conditions to span a wide range of realistic situations.430

To be more specific, ql is varied between 0.1 g/kg and 2 g/kg (representative of shallow non-431

precipitating, and deep precipitating clouds respectively), RH∞ is varied between 40% and 99%432

and the temperature excess within the plume between 0.2 K and 3 K. All the tests use a fixed433

atmospheric pressure of 700 hPa and in-cloud temperature of 274 K.434
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Under the Boussinesq approximation, I4 and I5 (and thus γ∗) are insensitive to condensa-435

tion/evaporation and remain equal to 1 and 4/3 respectively. In contrast, figure 2 shows a strong436

dependence of σ on the plume’s top-hat buoyancy b′m. Two different mixing layers are displayed,437

λ = 0.5 and λ = 2, although the latter case is expected to represent an unrealistic mixing situa-438

tion as it would imply that environmental air is able to dilute the entire cloud core at any vertical439

level (a situation contradicted by LES results showing a progressive erosion of the cloud core,440

see for example (Romps and Kuang 2010)). No clear correlation was found between σ and first441

order properties such as the environmental relative humidity (not shown). According to figure 2,442

σ varies roughly as a hyperbolic function of b′m, with σ = σdry for large values of b′m. This sug-443

gests that if the plume core remains positively buoyant under any mixing condition, cloud edge444

evaporation does not affect entrainment.445

Figure 3 shows the fractional entrainment rate ε as a function of b′m, for two updraft velocities446

(0.5 m/s and 2 m/s) and two mixing layer thicknesses. A fixed plume radius of 1000 m was se-447

lected here. It appears first that the magnitude of ε is primarily controlled by the updraft velocity448

through its dependency on Ri. When wm is increased, the magnitude of the fractional entrain-449

ment/detrainment rate is dramatically reduced, consistent with the fact that a slower updraft will450

have more time to experience dilution when moving over a certain distance compared to a faster451

updraft. ε also correlates particularly well with b′m and the environmental relative humidity RH∞,452

ε increasing monotonically with both b′m and RH∞. The sensitivity of the entrainment rate on these453

two quantities is however substantially reduced in the higher updraft velocity case.454

For a given relative humidity, ε depends linearly on the top-hat buoyancy. When the plume455

becomes neutrally or negatively buoyant, ε tends to be negative and detrainment occurs. At fixed456

b′m, when the environmental relative humidity is increased, ε shifts to higher values by a factor457

that seems to depend only on wm and λ . Detrainment thus appears to be favored by both weakly458
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buoyant clouds and dry environments. Based on these results, we can already infer a functional459

dependence of ε on b′m of the form: ε ∝ xb′m + yRH∞, with x and y two free parameters depending460

essentially on wm and λ .461

In addition to the environmental humidity, the entrainment rate is also affected by the cloud462

liquid mixing ratio. This is particularly true for slow and weakly buoyant plumes in dry environ-463

ments. Under such conditions, increasing ql consistently results in lower entrainment (and stronger464

detrainment) rates. In contrast, when the environment approaches saturation and b′m is increased,465

the entrainment rate becomes largely insensitive to ql . Where ql has a noticeable impact on en-466

trainment, a plume with a higher liquid water content is found to be more likely to detrain than a467

plume containing less condensate. This is because a cloud with a higher ql can potentially evapo-468

rate more than a less humid plume, especially in a drier atmosphere, and the stronger evaporative469

cooling can produce more negatively buoyant parcels.470

The mixing layer thickness λ influences both the magnitude and sign of the fractional entrain-471

ment rate: thinner mixing layers entrain less and are also less likely to detrain (at wm = 0.5,472

detrainment occurs below b′m ≈ 0.05 for λ = 2, but below b′m ≈ 0.025 for λ = 0.5). When λ is473

decreased, the sensitivity of ε to ql is also reduced but remains nonetheless significant at low b′m.474

Finally, figure 4 displays the fractional entrainment rate ε as a function of the critical mixing475

fraction χcr, again for two updraft velocities but with λ = 0.5 only. Owing to the strong relation-476

ship between χcr and b′m, ε also correlates well with the critical mixing fraction. In particular,477

when χcr becomes small enough, ε becomes negative and detrainment occurs, consistent with the478

buoyancy sorting concept (Raymond and Blyth 1986). The existence of a direct relationship be-479

tween ε and χcr is now less trivial as χcr appears to be a non-linear function of both the buoyancy480

and relative humidity (see for example (de Rooy and Siebesma 2007)). Note that the possibility481
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to parameterize the entrainment rate as a function of χcr has been previously suggested based on482

cloud resolving simulation results (de Rooy and Siebesma 2007; Böing et al. 2012).483

Overall, the above analysis reveals a complex dependency of the fractional entrainment rate484

on updraft velocity, buoyancy and relative humidity. In practical applications, additional com-485

plications may stem from the fact that all these variables are in fact interdependent, while each486

variable has here been varied independently. In particular, the updraft velocity depends strongly487

on buoyancy which is itself affected by relative humidity (and other factors such as temperature).488

Care should therefore be taken if the present entrainment rate closure is to be implemented in489

convection parameterizations where such interdependencies are particularly relevant.490

d. Tentative entrainment parameterization491

The entrainment relationship 26 is now rewritten as follows:492

ε =
0.1
rm

+η
bm

ρ∞w2
m
. (43)

The first term on the right hand side corresponds to the inverse plume radius dependency used493

for example by (Simpson and Wiggert 1969), with a constant of proportionality ζ/γ∗ = 0.1 (half494

the typical value of 0.2 due to the combined effects of pressure forces and the Gaussian updraft495

velocity profile). It should be noted however that there is no indication that γ should be similar496

to β and that β is constant. In the limit that r−1
m is small compared to Ri = rmb′m/ρ∞w2

m, these497

assumption are not expected to significantly effect our main conclusions so that η can be chosen to498

depend solely on σ . As suggested by Figure 5 for the case λ = 0.5, η (like σ ) can be approximated499

by a hyperbolic function of b′m tending asymptotically to the dry limit at χcr = 1. In particular, η500

seems to be well approximated by a power law function of b′m:501

η = η0 (λ )+ab′bm. (44)
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The subscript 0 denotes the asymptotic value of η (dry limit) depending on the mixing layer502

thickness only. a and b are tunable parameters.503

Figures 5 further suggest that parameter a may depend on RH∞ itself, with larger values of a504

corresponding to drier environments. In particular, we found that a can be best approximated as505

a function of (1−RH∞)
2. Hence, data shown on figure 5a for λ = 0.5 can be well fitted by the506

following relationship:507

η = 0.47−0.0079(1−RH∞)
2 b′−1.7

m . (45)

Best fit values for a, b and η0 are summarized in table 2 for both λ = 0.5 and λ = 2. Replacing508

equation 45 in 43 yields a new entrainment parameterization that can be used directly in convective509

plume models.510

4. Comparison with existing entrainment/detrainment parameterizations511

We have already mentioned that equation 26 reduces to ε ∝ r−1
m when top-hat velocity and buoy-512

ancy profiles are assumed across the plume. Such a simple relationship, confirmed by water tank513

experiments from which a coefficient of proportionality of 0.2 has been deduced, has been previ-514

ously employed in 1D convective cloud models, for example by (Simpson and Wiggert 1969). It is515

however only valid in the case of entrainment in a pure jet, that is in an updraft forced mechanically516

without internal source of momentum from buoyancy.517

Recognizing the limitations of such a crude model, many authors have developed more elabo-518

rate entrainment rate parameterizations accounting for in-plume and environmental conditions, or519

buoyancy reversal at cloud edge due to evaporative cooling. In the following, similarities between520

equation ?? and various successful entrainment models discussed in the literature are highlighted521

to stress the universality of the proposed model.522
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a. The buoyancy sorting model523

The buoyancy sorting concept introduced by (Raymond and Blyth 1986) relies on a rather sim-524

ple principle. Mixing between moist and dry environmental air produces a range of mixtures525

(stochastic by nature) which, after evaporation of the liquid fraction until saturation, may become526

negatively buoyant. It is then assumed that all negatively buoyant parcels detrain while positively527

buoyant mixtures are entrained. In other words, all mixtures for which χ > χcr detrain, and the528

net entrainment/detrainment rate can be characterized by the local χcr value only. Practical imple-529

mentations have been proposed in (Kain and Fritsch 1990) for a stochastic version, or (Bretherton530

et al. 2004) for a deterministic representation of mixing.531

In section 3, we followed (Raymond and Blyth 1986; Bretherton et al. 2004) and described mix-532

ing between environmental and cloudy air assuming that all mixtures possible are equally likely533

to be found (i.e. all χ values are associated with the same probabilities of occurrence). By cal-534

culating buoyancy for each mixture after evaporation and integrating over all possible values of535

χ , we essentially followed a procedure equivalent to the buoyancy sorting method. We have how-536

ever introduced a crucial difference by considering a Gaussian velocity profile across the plume.537

The importance of considering a Gaussian updraft velocity is illustrated in figure 6, which also538

provides a graphical interpretation for equation 26.539

While all negatively buoyant mixtures are supposed to detrain in the buoyancy sorting approach,540

the presented model determines whether a mixed parcel will detrain or not based on the balance541

between buoyancy and inertia. If buoyancy reversal occurs far enough from the plume center,542

the low updraft velocities there will quickly become negative and detrainment occurs. However,543

if buoyancy is found to be negative closer to the plume center, updraft velocities may be strong544

enough for the mixture to keep its positive momentum and entrainment of dry air results. As such,545
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equation 26 can be seen as an improvement over the deterministic buoyancy sorting model from546

(Bretherton et al. 2004), generally known to detrain too much (Bretherton et al. 2004; de Rooy547

et al. 2013), as it includes a physically motivated way to limit detrainment by considering updraft548

velocities inside the plume and the mixing layer.549

b. Buoyancy dependent models550

By neglecting the first term on the right hand side of ??, i.e. if one assumes that the contribu-551

tion from the plume’s dynamics to entrainment dominates over the geometrical term ∝ r−1
m (i.e.552

if the updraft core is wide enough and strongly forced, as expected for example in deep convec-553

tive clouds), a simple relationship directly proportional to b′c/ρ∞w2
c is found, with a constant of554

proportionality equal to η .555

A similar formulation has been proposed by (Gregory 2001) who suggested a constant of pro-556

portionality of 1/12. Later, based on LES results of shallow convective clouds analyzed from an557

entraining plume perspective, (de Rooy et al. 2013), (de Rooy and Siebesma 2010) and (Del Genio558

and Wu 2010) found good agreement between their model data and (Gregory 2001) for η = 0.45,559

η = 0.31 and η ≈ 0.4 (below the freezing level) respectively. These values appear to agree well560

with the limit value of 0.47 found for relatively thin mixing layers and in the absence of evapora-561

tive cooling, χcr = 1. Note that (Del Genio and Wu 2010) concluded that the model proposed by562

(Gregory 2001) constitutes a viable option for parameterizing entrainment in operational models.563

c. Dependency on the critical mixing fraction χcr564

Although we have primarily expressed ε as a function of the plume’s buoyancy, it was shown565

that a strong relationship between fractional entrainment rates and χcr also exists (see figure 4).566

A similar conclusion has already been drawn from several cloud resolving model simulations567
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(de Rooy and Siebesma 2007; Böing et al. 2012), which provides some support for parameterizing568

ε as a function of χcr.569

Starting from relation 44, and reevaluating η as a function of χcr, we find ε ∝
(
η0− cχ−d

cr
) Ri

rm
,570

with c and d both positive, and Ri held constant. This relationship is somewhat similar to the571

formulations proposed by (Böing et al. 2012) based on cloud resolving model simulations of deep572

convection, or the deterministic buoyancy sorting model of (Bretherton et al. 2004), who however573

found reversed signs compared to the above proposition (a, b and η0 are then < 0). Although574

quantitatively different, these various parameterizations may result in similar behaviors for ε as a575

function of environmental humidity and temperature anomaly (see figure 7).576

d. A direct comparison577

To summarize, figure 7 compares the behavior of several common entrainment parameterizations578

and equation 45 (i.e. with λ = 0.5) for various environmental relative humidities, and two values579

of the temperature difference between the cloud and its environment. In both cases, the vertical580

velocity is set to 1 m/s, the pressure to 700 hPa and the cloud liquid mixing ratio to 2 g/kg.581

Except for the parameterization from (Gregory 2001), all models tested predict an increase of ε582

with environmental relative humidity. In the low temperature anomaly case, only the model based583

directly on the buoyancy sorting concept (Bretherton et al. 2004) is consistent with our equation584

45, allowing detrainment at low relative humidity, in addition to a steep decrease of ε with RH∞.585

In the high temperature anomaly case, all models predict positive entrainment rates, with (Gregory586

2001) giving the best quantitative agreement with 45 (i.e. relatively large ε). Although not evident587

at first sight, the present comparison tends to confirm that relation 45 results in a similar qualitative588

description of entrainment as the buoyancy sorting concept.589
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It should be emphasized here that the present discussion constitutes a very preliminary attempt at590

comparing our formulation with existing parameterizations. All parameterizations compared have591

indeed been taken out of context (that is completely decoupled from a parent convection scheme592

and its host model providing realistic meteorological conditions), and only a narrow range of envi-593

ronmental conditions have been tested. Generalizing these conclusions would require performing594

systematic comparisons in a more realistic context with the proposed entrainment formulation595

fully coupled to a comprehensive convection parameterization.596

5. Conclusion597

Starting with the Reynolds averaged Euler equations describing a steady-state turbulent axisym-598

metric plume, a number of integral equations describing the plume’s ascent in a sheared envi-599

ronment are derived using as few simplifications as possible. In particular, general shapes of the600

updraft velocity and buoyancy profiles across the plume are maintained, resulting in the introduc-601

tion of several shape parameters in the final equations. The general flux equations are then used602

to derive: (1) a closure for the fractional rate of lateral mixing (including both entrainment and603

detrainment) by enforcing consistency between the kinetic energy and vertical momentum integral604

equations, and (2) a set of primitive equations for the plume’s mean properties that can readily be605

used in classical 1D models.606

In the absence of environmental shear, the fractional entrainment rate is expressed as a function607

of the plume’s convective Richardson number quantifying the ratio between buoyancy and verti-608

cal inertia. When considering specific updraft velocity and buoyancy profiles across the plume,609

namely Gaussian and linear profiles respectively, very different entrainment formulations and be-610

haviors are obtained compared to the usual top-hat approximation. In particular, environmental air611

entrained into the plume is shown to affect the updraft through evaporative cooling, especially if612
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the mixture of environmental and cloudy air results in negatively buoyant air parcels. The fact that613

negatively buoyant mixtures may detrain from the plume is consistent with the buoyancy sorting614

concept, although in the present case detrainment only occurs if the original parcel’s momentum615

(determined by the Gaussian profile) is not strong enough to maintain its ascent.616

The impact of evaporative cooling on the entrainment process is quantified by a multiplicative617

factor shown to correlate strongly with the plume’s average buoyancy and, to a lesser extent, with618

environmental relative humidity and the liquid water mixing ratio. By systematically varying the619

properties of the plume and its environment, this dependency can be characterized more precisely620

and takes the form of a hyperbolic function (negative power law) of the plume’s buoyancy. As a621

whole, the fractional mixing rate is therefore found to be a strong function of the buoyancy itself,622

in such a way that a less buoyant plume is more likely to detrain, especially in a drier environment.623

The new entrainment formulation, combining equations ?? and 44 with appropriate parameters,624

can be directly used in any 1D plume model. In general, the dependence of entrainment on the625

plume’s buoyancy and environmental humidity is supported by many recent cloud resolving model626

studies of shallow and deep convective clouds reported in the literature.627

Several important assumptions had to be made for the equations to remain tractable and to ar-628

rive at these results. To start with, the plume was assumed to be in steady state and perfectly629

axisymmetric around its axis. Pressure gradient forces were treated in a simple way through the630

inclusion of a simple virtual mass parameter, thus neglecting many important dynamical interac-631

tions. All shape parameters as well as the velocity and buoyancy radial distributions were assumed632

to remain constant during the plume’s ascent (full self-similarity indicating that turbulence is fully633

developed and the normalized plume geometry does not change). The updraft velocity profiles634

were given a Gaussian shape, while the buoyancy profiles were assumed to evolve linearly within635

a mixing layer of a given thickness, the latter being left undefined. All these assumptions and636
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limitations should be addressed in more detail for an improved characterization of lateral mixing637

at cloud/plume edge. For example, LES of convective (deep and shallow) clouds could be used to638

better constrain the radial distribution of many relevant quantities across the cloud as well as the639

precise shape and geometrical scales of the cloud edge mixing layer. More generally, LES should640

be used to assess the validity of the various relationships suggested here under a wide range of641

atmospheric conditions.642
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Symbol description

a,b Tunable parameters in entrainment parameterization

b′ Buoyancy

B Integral buoyancy

cpa,cpv Heat capacities at constant pressure for dry air and water vapor

e, f ,g Radial distributions for the density, tangential velocity and scalar respectively

es Saturation vapor pressure

F Integral buoyancy flux

I1,...,7,J1,4,5 Shape integrals and modified shape integrals

k Total kinetic energy inside the plume

K Integral kinetic energy flux

Lv Latent heat of vaporization

g Gravitational acceleration

M Integral mass flux

N2
∞ Buoyancy frequency

p Pressure

P Integral momentum flux

qv,l,s Water vapor, liquid and saturated vapor mixing ratios

Qϕ Integral scalar source/sink

{r,s} Normal and tangential coordinates in the plume’s local reference frame

RH Relative humidity

Ra,Rv Specific gas constants for dry air and water vapor

S Integral scalar flux

T Temperature

u,w Horizontal and vertical velocity components in the original coordinate system

U∞ Crossflow horizontal velocity

vs,vr Normal and tangential velocity components in the local coordinate system

Ve Entrainment velocity

x,z Horizontal and vertical coordinates in the Cartesian frame
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α1, α2 Entrainment parameters (dimensionless)

β Momentum related shape parameter

ε Fractional entrainment rate

ζ Energy consistent shape parameter

γ Kinetic energy related shape parameter

κ Scalar related shape parameter

ξ Plume angle related shape parameter

σ Buoyancy related shape parameter

θ Potential temperature

ρ Density

χ Mixing fraction

η Factor in entrainment parameterization

λ Mixing layer thickness

ϖϕ Scalar sources/sinks

cr Subscript: critical values (corresponding to a neutrally buoyant mixture)

m Subscript: top-hat equivalent quantities inside the plume

∞ Subscript: quantities defined in the far field environment

′ Excess quantities within the plume (with respect to the environment)

′′ Turbulent perturbation quantities

˜ Density weighted Reynolds averages

Regular Reynolds averages

〈.〉0 ,〈.〉 Superscript: mixture properties before and after evaporation

TABLE 1. List of symbols.
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Mixing layer η0 a b

λ = 2 0.82 -0.0089 -2

λ = 0.5 0.47 -0.0079 -1.7

TABLE 2. Optimal parameterizations for the η coefficient given by equation 44, for thin and thick mixing layers.
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updraft velocity remains positive. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48746

Fig. 7. Entrainment rate predicted by equation 45 as a function of environmental relative humidity747

for temperature anomalies of a) ∆T = 0.5 K and b) ∆T = 2 K. Other commonly used748

parameterizations are reported here for comparison: these are taken from Gregory (Gregory749

2001), Böing et al. (Böing et al. 2012), Bretherton et al. (Bretherton et al. 2004), Bechtold750

et al. (Bechtold et al. 2008) (ECMWF) and Stirling and Stratton (Stirling and Stratton 2012)751

(Unified Model, UM). ql was fixed to 2 g/kg in all cases. . . . . . . . . . . . 49752
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the plume’s axisymmetric geometry. Variables with subscript ∞ denote

environmental conditions. vs and vr represent the flow velocities in the plume based coordinate system {r,s}. v′s

is the excess s−velocity inside the plume defined in section b and here characterized by an approximate Gaussian

radial profile (shown at the base).
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FIG. 2. Parameter σ as a function of the critical mixing fraction χcr for two values of the mixing layer

thickness and colored by environmental relative humidity: a) λ = 2, b) λ = 0.5.
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Increasing ql 
& decreasing RH

FIG. 3. Fractional entrainment rate as a function of the plume’s top-hat buoyancy: a) and b) λ = 0.5, b) and

d) λ = 2 (note the different vertical axes). Symbols are colored according to the environmental relative humidity

and scaled by the liquid water mixing ratio (varying between 0.1 g/kg for the smallest symbols and 2 g/kg for

the largest). The grey arrow in the top left panel denotes the direction for decreasing environmental RH.
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FIG. 4. Same as figure 3 but representing the fractional entrainment rate as a function of the critical mixing

fraction and for λ = 0.5 only.
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FIG. 5. Coefficient η as a function of plume buoyancy for: a) λ = 0.5, and b) λ = 2. Black lines represent

best fit estimates based on equation 44 for extreme (dashed lines) and mean (solid lines) values of RH∞. The

corresponding empirical fits are given in the inserts.
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FIG. 6. Schematic representation of entrainment/detrainment as modeled by equation 26. a) Radial plume

structure after mixing but before evaporation. b) Radial plume structure after evaporation. Thick red lines

represent radial buoyancy profiles, shaded areas illustrate the (Gaussian) updraft velocity distribution, and thin

thin red lines indicate the position of the top-hat equivalent plume (before and after mixing and evaporation)

in such a way that the surface area below these lines should correspond to the surface area of the grey shaded

region. In b), the detrainment zone is marked by a thick arrow, the red hatched area corresponds to the region

where buoyancy becomes negative after evaporation (detrained in a buoyancy sorting model), the black hatched

area corresponds to the region where buoyancy is negative but the updraft velocity remains positive.
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FIG. 7. Entrainment rate predicted by equation 45 as a function of environmental relative humidity for tem-

perature anomalies of a) ∆T = 0.5 K and b) ∆T = 2 K. Other commonly used parameterizations are reported

here for comparison: these are taken from Gregory (Gregory 2001), Böing et al. (Böing et al. 2012), Bretherton

et al. (Bretherton et al. 2004), Bechtold et al. (Bechtold et al. 2008) (ECMWF) and Stirling and Stratton (Stirling

and Stratton 2012) (Unified Model, UM). ql was fixed to 2 g/kg in all cases.
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